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Introduction

In this chapter, the football industry’s transformation into a business oriented
environment with rapidly growing revenues will be presented, along with recent year’s
financial instability in European football. Problem discussion, research questions,
purpose and delimitations will be disclosed as it is the foundation characterizing this
thesis.

1.1

Background

Younger generations, born somewhere after 1990, understandably associate star
athletes with not only wide fame but also incredible wealth. In our contemporary
world of fame and role models, athletes in various sports has the same status as
Hollywood stars due to the extensive commercialization with broadcasting deals,
sponsors and social media. The reason for this is of course connected to the fact that
popular sports has turned in to multi-billion euro industries during the last two
decades and that the business world has successfully turned a pure entertainment
culture into a profit seeking machine (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014).
The most exercised and popular sport in the world, football (UEFA, 2015d), is
probably the most present evidence that the sports industry has gone from a hobby to
a wealthy business with transfer fees up to £90 million (€114.2 million)1 (Sale,
2016) and yearly wages of, for instance in the case of Lionel Messi, £26 million
(€33 million)2 (McLeman, 2015). Most would probably argue that these numbers are
excessive but from a business perspective it might not be the case since it is
investments in valuable assets. How to convert the value of these kinds of players
from reality into accounting values is only one issue that derives from the fact that
most clubs has gone from non-profit organizations or member associations to profitseeking public limited companies (Plc) or private limited companies (Ltd).

1
2

Converted from £ to € at a rate of £1/€1.269, obtained from www.oanda.com 15-05-16.
Converted from £ to € at a rate of £1/€1.269, obtained from www.oanda.com 15-05-16.
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Procházka (2012) offers a view to illustrate the different structure of the football
industry in contrast to the conventional perception of business. He argues that
economically, professional sport can be considered a joint production where national
and international supervising organs regulate schedules of matches, player transfers
and salaries. Unlike other industries, an individual football club cannot satisfy the
entire market demand on its own; hence an entire league could be conceived as a
business group where the clubs works as subsidiaries and decisions are made by the
league.
Turning a football club into a private limited company, or even further into a public
limited company, may not seem very complex but considering football’s nature as a
social business, it becomes problematic (Morrow, 2013). Despite the exploding
increase in revenue by more than 500 percent (1996-2014) among European clubs
(Perry, 2014), with massive sponsor and broadcasting deals, increasing match-ticket
prices and merchandize (Boor, Bosshardt, Green, Hanson, Savage, Shaffer & Winn,
2016), the operating profit3 in the “big five”4 leagues are, paradoxically, inexistent
or very low. Instead the European football clubs have a habit of piling up an
alarming amount of debt as short-term solutions (Franck, 2010; Morrow, 2013;
Schubert, 2014).
One contributing factor to this is for example when the Russian billionaire Roman
Abramovich purchased the controlling party of Chelsea Limited in 2003, the parent
company to the PLC and the English football club Chelsea FC. During his first nine
years as a controlling owner, Chelsea FC constantly made a loss, which in 2008
alone was accounted to £84.5 million (€107.2 million)5 before tax (Franck, 2010).
On the last of June the same year, the Russian owner issued an interest free loan to
an amount of £702 million (€890.9 million)6 (Franck, 2010) to cover the losses.
Wealthy foreign investors taking controlling stake in European clubs is a new trend
and with no intentions of getting a return on their investment, both competition and
the whole economy become distorted.
Earnings before deduction of interest payments and taxes.
The Premier League (England), Bundesliga (Germany), The Serie A (Italy), Ligue 1 (France) and The
Primera Division (Spain).
5 Converted from £ to € at a rate of £1/€1.269, obtained from www.oanda.com 15-05-16.
6 Converted from £ to € at a rate of £1/€1.269, obtained from www.oanda.com 15-05-16.
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Authors, such as Dietl, Franck and Lang (2008), have another problem aspect
regarding the negative spiral in the financial stability and solidity of the European
football clubs. They argue that overinvestment issues is correlated to the structure of
the sporting competitions and their analysis shows that various competitive factors
enhance the incentives for clubs to engage in arms race and overspend on talent due
to the correlation between talent and results, along with a system of promotion,
relegation and qualifications to various competitions that generate large amount of
revenue (Franck 2010). For example, the increasing revenues in the UEFA
Champions League lead to jackpots for the winners, which create a negative spiral
where sportive success is highly rewarded and hence a more segregated national
championship emerges. If money buys success, then overinvestment becomes a
natural outcome (Franck, 2010) and even though the investments generate some
success in the short-run, it puts the clubs’ sustainability at risk.

1.2

Problem discussion

1.2.1 A new regulation – Financial Fair Play
To preserve the game’s well being and establish a sustainable future, the
administrative and governing body for association football in Europe, UEFA,
introduced Financial Fair Play (FFP) back in 2010 and it kicked-off in 2011 as a part
of their club licensing requirements (UEFA, 2016). The regulation aims to introduce
more discipline and rationality in club football finances (UEFA, 2016) by, for
instance, focusing on how the clubs disclose and communicate its financial
performance and position in accordance with international and national financial
reporting rules and guiding principles. The regulation also puts a lot of emphasis on
that European football clubs should break-even and therefore operate within their
own means. Transparent disclosure of the clubs’ revenue is essential to be able
assess whether a club breaks even in a financial fair play manner or not and
therefore the disclosure of revenue is one of the cornerstones of the new FFP
regulation (UEFA, 2015b).

3

Economists have frequently discussed whether the new regulation will be enough to
tackle the subject of financial instability and some are pointing fingers at the lack of
institutional ownership (Dimitripoulos & Tsagkanos, 2012). Considering football as
a social business, with managers and owners (in some cases) focusing on short term
goals as a result of the structure of the competitions (Franck, 2010), the financial
results continue to suffer. In many of the largest European football clubs, who
supposedly should be working as any corporation, one could argue that the common
principal-agent issues work in a different way. In contrast to other corporations,
many owners have a short-term mindset, just as the managers, and want to maximize
utility (sporting success) rather than profits (Frick, 2007). As a result, sustainability
and long-term financial stability suffer and FFP’s attempt to discourage this issue is,
according to many authors including Dimitripoulos and Tsagkanos (2012) and
Morrow (2014), not as effective as it could be considering the poor level of
transparency. Dimitripoulos and Tsagkanos (2012) argue that as long as corporate
governance structures and transparency are not improved, FFP will not be as
effective as it could be. Without transparency there is no accountability (Jay Choi &
Sami, 2012) and the careless spending to keep up with the competition will continue.

1.2.2 Transparency
Despite the fact that the new financial restrictions to obtain an UEFA Club License
has taken a stand against financial doping (as in the case of Chelsea FC) and has
found methods to promote investments in sustainability (youth academy, women
football and infrastructure, areas in which unlimited sums still may be invested by
wealthy owners), corporate governance structures and transparency in the European
football clubs are still insufficient. Considering that improved transparency is one of
the cornerstones in the FFP regulation (UEFA, 2015b), it is peculiar that there are no
plans to publish the FFP compliance document of each club, which is even stranger
since the clubs who does not meet the criteria will presumably be publicized
(Morrow, 2014). The transparency that FFP is intended to improve is only disclosed
to UEFA and its member associations7, which is only one of many stakeholders.
Football clubs and Football Associations with a low level of transparency generate
7

E.g. Svenska Fotbollsförbundet and the English Football Association.
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an enhanced risk for corruption. The potential for oversight of the financial
documents are low and therefore stakeholders’ ability to hold the football club
accountable for its actions decrease and thus the opportunity for corruption is
enlarged (Wheatland, 2015).
In times of financial turmoil in European football clubs, where fair play and
sustainability is frequently discussed since the implementation of FFP, one could ask; is
it really fair play that not all European football clubs are obligated to be transparent
towards all their stakeholders and supporters?

1.3

Research question

How transparent is the financial reporting of European football clubs?

-

How transparent is the financial reporting regarding intangible and tangible assets?

-

To what extent is clubs’ earnings disclosed?

-

How does transparency in financial reporting differ between different legal forms of
European football clubs?

1.4

Purpose

The purpose of our thesis is, from a supporter perspective, to look at how transparent
European football clubs’ financial disclosure is. As determining the transparency of a
whole annual report would be too extensive for the given time frame, the focus will be
on how clubs disclose:
•

Assets, as football clubs are very dependent on their intangible assets, namely
players, a review on the disclosure of clubs’ intangible assets will be conducted
and a comparison with the disclosure of tangible assets will be made in order to
detect any difference in the disclosure transparency, and

•

Earnings, since they face the new mandatory challenge of breaking-even without
the help of contributions from wealthy owners.

5

By answering the research question together with the sub-questions this thesis aims to
determine if the information provided in European football clubs’ annual reports are
transparent.

1.5

Delimitations

This research is limited to football clubs playing in any of the top six leagues in Europe8
and are publishing annual reports on their official website. The annual reports had to be
written in English, due to language barriers, and be based on the fiscal year or 2015 or
2014/15 for clubs with a broken fiscal year.

8

The Primera Division (Spain), Bundesliga (Germany), The Premier League (England), The Serie A
(Italy), Ligue 1 (France) and Primeira Liga (Portugal).
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1.6

Disposition of thesis

1. Introduction - In this chapter, the football industry’s
transformation into a business oriented environment with rapidly
growing revenues will be presented, along with recent year’s
financial instability in European football. Problem discussion,
research questions, purpose and delimitations will be disclosed as it
is the foundation characterizing this thesis.

2. Frame of reference - This chapter portrays relevant literature
connected to the topic of choice. It starts out with an overview of the
financial reporting within the industry and continues with specific
accounting principles associated with the topic. Further, the regulation
of Financial Fair Play is depicted along with relevant theories
applicable to the subject.

3. Methodology & Method - In this chapter the choices made to form
this thesis is depicted, along with motives behind conducting the
research. The effects resulting from the decisions made will be
disclosed and discussed along with a quality assurance. The purpose of
this chapter is for the reader to be able to establish a perception of the
credibility of this thesis.

4. Empirical findings - In this chapter, the empirical material from the
disclosure checklist, collected through a review of annual reports, is
outlined. Further findings are then presented to facilitate a greater
understanding. The disposition of this section is characterized and
structured in light of the sub-questions.

5. Analysis - In this chapter, the empirical findings are analyzed in light
of the theoretical framework. The section is structured in line with the
previous chapter in order to facilitate a coherent second part of the
thesis.

6. Conclusion - In this chapter, the purpose of the thesis is carried out
and the research question and sub-questions are answered. With help
from the previous chapters, the authors come to a conclusion structured
in a clear but concise manner. Subsequently, the authors own
perceptions are discussed, including social & ethical issues, further
research topics and potential weaknesses of the research.

7
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Frame of references

This chapter portrays relevant literature connected to the topic of choice. It starts out
with an overview of the financial reporting within the industry and continues with
specific accounting principles associated with the topic. Further, the regulation of
Financial Fair Play is depicted along with relevant theories applicable to the subject.

2.1

Financial reporting within the football industry

To be able to review the level of transparency in various football clubs one must
understand the issues and features of financial reporting in the business of football. As
suggested by Baboukardos and Rimmel (2016), accounting information should be
designed to assist stakeholders to make sound and rational decisions. The public limited
companies in the football industry have, due to European Union regulation (European
Commission, 2002; European Commission, 2008), strict minimum requirements on
their financial reporting through International Accounting Standards (IAS) and
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), thus ensuring that the information
presented is comparable and understandable (European Commission, 2011). The
decision to regulate the harmonization of IAS/IFRS is sought to enhance the functioning
of the internal market as well as promoting convergence of accounting standards worldwide to improve comparability between the publicly traded companies and strive for the
ultimate objective; a single set of global accounting standards (European Commission,
2002).
Private limited companies however have the possibility to apply national accounting
standards and principles as long as they are in compliance with the requirements of FFP.
This leads to a possibility to prepare two separate financial statements to fulfill FFP’s
demands but at the same time only disclose the bare minimum, of what the national
standards require, to the public (Morrow, 2014). However, considering the fact that
UEFA demands that the information provided is audited, their hopes are that the extra
expense of dual audit will enhance the incentives for the private limited companies to
only deliver one integrated report (Morrow, 2014).
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Issues that arise when a social business is turned into a profit-driven business, as any
other, are extended to accounting. Two frequently discussed issues are the valuation of
the clubs’ intangible assets and human resource accounting. Intangible asset are defined
as non-monetary assets that are without physical substance but still identifiable (either
being separable or through legal rights or contractual agreements) (European
Commission, 2010). These assets are separated from tangible assets, which in contrast
have physical substance and can hence be separated (Property, machines, equipment
etc.).
Dietl, Franck and Lang (2008), as well as Franck (2010), points to the issue that the
structure and rewards of sporting competition is distorted and creates financial
segregation. As football players are the clubs’ most valuable assets (Lozano &
Carrasco-Gallego, 2011), the unique situation where organizations’ human resources are
so closely related to financial success causes issues in accounting.

2.2

Intangible assets

In the accounting framework of IASB (International Accounting Standards Board), the
matter of accounting treatment for intangible assets is presented in IAS 38. The
framework contains a set of rules and requirements to be able to identify an asset as an
intangible and the objective is to offer proper treatment on an accounting basis. The
rules and requirements are to be applied on assets that are not specifically dealt with in
any other standard (such as tangible assets in IAS 16 Property, Plant & Equipment)
(European Commission, 2010). In addition to recognition, the standard also specifies
how to measure the carrying amount (recorded cost of an asset, net any potential
depreciation or impairment loss) of intangible assets and require a specified amount of
disclosure regarding the subject (European Commission, 2010).
In order for an asset to be recognized as intangible, an entity is required to demonstrate
that the asset is in compliance with:
•

The definition of an intangible asset, and

•

The recognition criteria.

9

In order to be distinguished from goodwill, the definition of an intangible asset requires
the item to be identifiable (European Commission, 2010). An asset is considered
identifiable if the item is either:

•

Separable, meaning that the asset needs to be capable of being separated or
divided from the entity (sold, transferred, rented or exchanged) (European
Commission, 2010), or

•

Arises from contractual or other legal rights, regardless if the item is transferable
or separable from the entity (European Commission, 2010).

The second criteria from passing as an intangible asset are recognition. To pass this last
step, it must be probable that future economic benefit will flow from the asset and that
the cost can be measured reliably at initial cost (Article 21 in IAS 38). To determine
this, an entity needs to assess this probability using reasonable and supportable
assumptions that corresponds to management’s best estimate of the financial conditions
that will occur during the assets useful life (European Commission, 2010).
When acquiring an asset separately, the price an entity pays is considered a reflection of
the expectation about the probability that future economic benefits will flow to the
entity through the asset (European Commission, 2010). In a simplistic way, funds paid
for the asset shows that the entity expects future economic benefits, even though there is
uncertainty about the timeliness and amount of the inflow (European Commission,
2010). Therefore, the probability recognition criterion is always considered to be
satisfied for intangible assets that are acquired separately or in a business combination
(Article 25 in IAS 38).
Additionally, when an intangible asset is acquired separately, the cost can usually be
measured in a reliably manner, especially if the compensation is paid in cash or other
monetary funds (European Commission, 2010), which is important when it comes to
recognizing football players as intangibles (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014).

10

When it comes to assessing internally generated intangible assets, the requirements
usually become more difficult. This is due to the fact that it is very hard to pass the
recognition criteria. Determining whether and when an identifiable asset that will
generate expected future economic benefits is present, along with measuring the cost
reliably is very complex (European Commission, 2010). This fact is another trigger of
controversy when it comes to accounting deficits in football. The complexity of
internally generated intangible assets is applicable to “home-grown” players9 and the
lack of reliable measures often causes a distorted balance sheet (Lozano & CarrascoGallego, 2011).
An entity can choose between two accounting policies to apply after recognition; the
cost10- or revaluation11 model. If the revaluation model is chosen for an intangible asset,
the entity needs to apply this policy for all other assets in its class, unless there is no
active market for those assets (European Commission, 2010).
Another issue that needs to be assessed after recognition is whether the intangible assets
useful life12 is indefinite or definite. When, after analyzing all the relevant factors, there
is no foreseeable limit to the period over which the asset is expected to generate net cash
inflows for the entity, the intangible asset should be considered indefinite. Unlike assets
with definite useful life, these kinds of intangible assets should not be amortized but
instead tested for impairment in accordance with IAS 36 (European Commission, 2010).
Connecting this to football players as intangible assets, IAS 38 (European Commission,
2010) clearly states that the useful life of an intangible asset that arises from contractual
or other legal rights shall not exceed the period of the contractual or other legal rights,
but may be shorter depending on the period over which the entity is expected to use the
asset.

9

Players generated through the clubs own youth academy.
Cost less any accumulated amortization and any accumulated impairment loss (IAS36) (European
Commission, 2010).
11
An intangible asset shall, under a revaluation model, be carried at a revalued amount, being its fair
value at the date of the revaluation less any subsequent accumulated amortization and any subsequent
accumulated impairment losses. Fair value in this case shall be measured by a reference to an active
market (European Commission, 2010).
12
Useful life is the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity; or the
number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by an entity (European
Commission, 2010).
10
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2.3

Accounting for football players

All players, whether acquired on the transfer market or “home-grown”, are registered by
their club and are contractually obliged to perform on the behalf of the club holding
their registration (Morrow, 1996). In other words, through the registration the clubs
obtain economic benefits and can restrict access from others to those benefits. In this
sense, you could argue that football players are no different from other groups of
employees, such as teachers who are under a fixed term contract (Morrow, 1996).
However, Morrow (1996) identifies differences that make the case of football players,
along with other sports, unique.
Football players cannot resign from their contracts thus making the premises of the
contracts different (Morrow, 1996). Practically they can withhold their services but in
such cases they cannot play for another club. Additionally, fees are paid between clubs
to transfer the registration right, which is a unique form of control (Morrow, 1996).
Without players, a football club would not be able to participate in any competitions,
nor would it be able to justify its entire existence. Thus, the players generate the
assumptions of potential economic benefit for the club (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). As
Mnzava (2013) describes it, players provide future economic benefits through their
sporting performance on the pitch, thus enabling the club to generate revenue through
gate receipts, merchandising, broadcasting-contracts and sponsorship.
Despite this fact, it is not permitted for a club to account for their players as assets
within the books, since one does not have the property rights of another person (Oprean
& Oprisor, 2014). However, the right to use the players derives from their contracts and
they can therefore be accounted for as an intangible asset by capitalizing on the player’s
registration cost (Mnzava, 2013; Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). When the club registers the
contract to the governing body, the club acquires the federative right and license to use
the player in competitions; enabling the club to capitalize on the cost. This is a very rare
case where the human resource management has impact on the assets of an economic
entity. Thus, the IFRS do not accurately state the recognition of human resources in the
asset category, but rather offers the preconditions for accounting them (Article 21 in

12

IAS 38)13. A major issue that arises from this is that there are three types of player
registrations: players registered through transfer, players registered as free agents14 and
lastly players promoted to the first squad from the youth academy (“home-grown”)
(Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). This causes troubles when it comes to the valuation criteria,
as described in IAS 38. In the first case, registered through transfer, a reliable valuation
of the asset cost can be carried out because there is a firm payment derived from an
active market, which according to Article 25 in IAS 38 can be considered ground for
valuation (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). Thus, the costs can be accounted for as an
intangible asset that needs to be gradually depreciated throughout the useful life of the
asset; meaning the duration of the contract (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014).
The problem when signing a player as a free agent is that the valuation cannot be carried
out in a reliable manner considering the absence of a transfer fee and an active market.
The fair value determined by the market parameters cannot be carried out in a reliable
way either since free agents have greater negotiation ability in the absence of a transfer
fee. Hence, the free agents’ contracts cannot be recognized as an intangible asset
because of the lack of a source of valuation (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). Moreover,
internally generated players, or “home-grown”, can neither be recognized as intangible
assets due to not fulfilling the preconditions in IAS 38, which causes an even more
distorted view of the balance sheet in football clubs (Lozano & Carrasco-Gallego,
2011). This kind of deficit in accounting causes large gaps between market value and
net book value, which adds enormous “hidden values” to the intangible assets. To
illustrate this, Lozano and Carrasco-Gallego (2011) takes Lionel Messi, the FIFA
Ballon D’or 2015 winner (Fédération Internationale de Football Association’s award for
the best player in the world), as an example. Despite being crowned the best player in
the world, Messi is considered a “home-grown” player and have no contribution to the
balance sheet of his club FC Barcelona.
Lozano & Carrasco-Gallego (2011) further argue that accountancy might be losing
relevance due to these hidden values and Biancone (2011) stresses the need for
homogeneity of accounting rules, with strict application of IFRS, in order to minimize
13

See the earlier section - Intangible assets.
A free agent is a player who is currently not bound to a club by a contract. Normally due to expiration
of previous contract.
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the freedom of creating different financial situations. Considering the lack of relevance
and the difficulties in obtaining a complete and fair view of the football clubs, Oprean
& Oprisor (2014) calls for an improved framework for human resource disclosure.

2.4

Financial Fair Play

2.4.1 Introduction of UEFA Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play Regulation
In September 2009, UEFA’s Executive Committee unanimously agreed on a financial
fair play concept, which would benefit European club football in the long run by
making it more sustainable (UEFA, 2015; UEFA, 2015a). A shared perception that
European football clubs were continuing down an ever-deepening financial crisis path,
that could threaten the future of European club football, was the reason behind these
financial requirements (Franck, 2014). The UEFA Club Licensing and Financial Fair
Play Regulation were approved in 201015 and were first applied in 2011. From an
accounting perspective, financial fair play is used to ensure that European club football
is going concern (Morrow, 2013).
Since then, after qualifying to any of UEFA’s competitions (UEFA Champions League
or UEFA Europa League), each club must have an UEFA Club License. In order to
receive an UEFA Club License the club must meet a series of quality standards, which
are divided into five categories: Sporting Criteria, Infrastructure Criteria, Personnel
and Administrative Criteria, Legal Criteria and Financial Criteria (UEFA, 2015b). If
the club fulfills the quality standards, the club will be granted the license and thus
allowed to compete in UEFA’s competitions.

2.4.2 Break-even requirement & Revenue disclosure
The corner stone of the FFP regulation is the break-even requirement, which was
introduced in 2013 (UEFA, 2015a). UEFA want to restrict clubs from spending more
money than they earn and prevent them from accumulating debt. Essentially, UEFA
15

The regulation has received several updates and the latest update was made in 2015 by UEFA (UEFA,
2015b).
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want to restrict European football clubs to operate outside of their own means.
However, during each assessment period (three year interval), clubs are allowed to
spend €5 million more than what they have earned (UEFA, 2015a).
For the regulation to not backfire on sustainability UEFA have decided that investments
in stadiums, training facilities, youth development and women’s football16 are not to be
included in the break-even calculation and therefore promote investments in these areas.
This means that owners and other related parties can still inject unlimited sums of
financial resources into football clubs within these areas but they can no longer inject
money to grant the club an UEFA Club License (Franck, 2014).
In order for UEFA and the other licensors to verify that clubs break-even, they have
strict requirements for the preparation of the financial statement including minimum
disclosure requirements regarding the club’s revenue. To facilitate the break-even
calculation and improve the transparency, UEFA require the clubs to thoroughly
disclose their revenue in different categories (See Table 1).
Gate receipts

Matchday-/season tickets and membership fees.

Sponsorship and Revenue derived from sponsors, board advertising and other
Advertising

sponsorship & advertising.

Broadcasting

Revenue from broadcasting rights to television, radio, new media

rights

and other broadcasting media.

Commercial

Merchandising, food & beverage sales, conferencing, lottery and

activities

other commercial activities.

UEFA solidarity Revenue derived from UEFA in respect of participation in a
and prize money

UEFA club competition and/or solidarity distributions.

Other operating Includes all other operating income not otherwise described
income

above.

Table 1 – Revenue disclosure guidelines from FFP break-even requirement (UEFA, 2015b).

16

Included in the FFP regulation as of 2015 (UEFA, 2015a).
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2.4.3 Objectives
Regardless of the requirements of the IAS/IFRS or national accounting standards, these
regulations require all applicants to disclose and provide the licensor with a specific
minimum level of financial information in order for the licensor to assess the financial
stability of the club and ensure financial fair play in UEFA’s club competitions (UEFA,
2015b).
The Financial Criteria and the FFP regulation overall is about making European club
football healthier. UEFA want to increase the transparency and credibility of European
football clubs, make sure that the clubs operate on the basis of their own revenues and
encourage responsible spending for the long-term benefit of football. Thus improving
the financial stability and protect the viability of European club football (UEFA,
2015b).
2.4.4 Consequences for non-compliance
UEFA’s Club Financial Control Body (CFCB) is in charge of sanctions against clubs
that are not complying with the regulation. The pyramid in Figure 1 shows available
sanctions and disciplinary measures that CFCB can impose on non-complying clubs in
order to get the clubs in line with the regulation and disclosure requirements that FFP
requires:
Withdrawal of a title
or award
Disqualification from
competitions in progress
and/or exclusion from
future competitions
Restriction on the number of players
that a club may register for participation
in UEFA competitions

Prohibition on registering new players in UEFA
competitions

Withholding of revenues from a UEFA competition

Deduction of points

Fine

Reprimand

Warning

Figure 1 – Sanctions and disciplinary measures (UEFA, 2015a).
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2.5

Transparency

Transparency is described as a fundamental characteristic of financial documentation
(Barth & Schipper, 2008) and is crucial when judging the financial performance and
financial stability of corporations (Procházka, 2012). It also helps to improve the
reliability, trust, reputation and image of organizations (Lozano & Gallego, 2011),
including football clubs. There is no single world-wide agreed-upon definition of
transparency but Bushman and Smith (2003, p. 66) defines corporate transparency as
the widespread availability of relevant, reliable information about the periodic
performance, financial position, investment opportunities, governance, value and risk of
publicly traded firms.
Transparency is not only demanded in the corporate sector, the demand stretches to nonprofit organizations and football clubs. Higher level of transparency generates efficient
allocation of resources and capital through improved governance and promise of
accountability (Jay Choi & Sami, 2012).
Transparency International, a non-profit and non-governmental organization fighting
corruption in the world, claims that transparency is about knowing why, how, what, and
how much. More specifically, it is argued that transparency is about ensuring that rules,
plans, processes and actions are disclosed visibly and understandably. This is one of the
best ways to counteract against corruption and increase trust in organizations
(Transparency International, 2015). Transparency helps the stakeholders, including
supporters, to monitor the financial performance and the decisions of the management.
This is a valuable characteristic that could have been used to reduce the impact of some
financial mismanagement and accounting scandals around the world (Jay Choi & Sami,
2012), including the two European football clubs Rangers FC (Spiers, 2015) and Leeds
United (Cathcart, 2004; Hamil & Walters, 2010)17.

Two successful European football clubs that went into administration due to financial
mismanagement.
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For an organization to be transparent, the financial reports must contain enough
information and details to help stakeholders make well-based financial decisions (Barth
& Schipper, 2008). However, if the financial reports contain too much information it
can become difficult and problematic for some stakeholders to interpret the information
provided by the organization (Barth & Schipper, 2008). Also, providing too much
information, more than required by regulations, can lead to competitive disadvantages
and be costly to assemble for the organization (DiPiazza Jr & Eccles, 2002). Therefore,
according to Barth and Schipper (2008), the information that is disclosed in a financial
report must be presented and communicated in a way that is comprehensible for all its
users. A financial report that is transparent to an auditor or an accounting student, whom
presumably possesses adequate knowledge about accounting, disclosure and how to
analyze a financial report, might not be as transparent for someone who does not
possess these skills.
Football clubs, regardless of their legal form, often have supporters whom are active
and have a high interest in the club (Morrow, 2013), therefore Morrow (2013) argues
that football clubs already have willing listeners. Thus, football clubs faces the obstacle
of providing financial reports that are transparent and comprehensible for all of their
stakeholders, including those who have limited knowledge about interpreting financial
reports.
The recent commercial development of football has affected the ownership structure of
football clubs and has lead football clubs down a path of private ownership by
commercial organizations and private investors. These developments have had a
negative effect on transparency, as the transparency of football clubs has decreased (SD
Europe, 2012)18. Many argue that a solution to this problem would be to involve
supporters in the governance of football clubs since this would enhance the link
between local communities, supporters and encourage new support (Hamil, Holt,
Michie, Oughton & Shailer, 2004). Supporters can thereby ensure a higher level of
transparency of football clubs (Hamil et al., 2004; SD Europe, 2012).

Supporters Direct, an initiative which gives advice and support to fans looking to get involved in the
running of their clubs.
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One of the main objectives of the FFP regulation is to improve the transparency of
European football clubs. Procházka (2012) states that this regulation will benefit
creditors, football fans, and other stakeholders by providing information and assuring
credibility of the football environment. But Morrow (2014) highlights the fact that even
though transparency is one of the main objectives of the whole FFP regulation, there are
still no plans to disclose the FFP compliance documents that the clubs provide to the
UEFA licensors. By not disclosing this information, Morrow (2014) argues that the
effect on transparency by the FFP regulation can be questioned.

2.6

Disclosure & Legitimacy Theory

Disclosure is the publication of information (Rimmel, 2016) and is a way in which
organizations can communicate with their stakeholders. Disclosure can be required by
regulations but can also be done voluntarily and can be used both to increase the value
of an organization (Hermalin & Weisbach, 2012) and to achieve legitimacy for an
organization’s activities (Rimmel, 2016). Recent accounting scandals and corporate
failures, such as Enron19 (Zellner & Andersson, 2001), have emphasized the need for
improved disclosure and transparency requirements (Fang & Zhou, 2012; Hermalin &
Weisbach, 2012) by both the public and regulators (Fang & Zhou, 2012).
Legitimacy theory is about organizations trying to ensure that their actions are, or
appear to be, within the norms and standards of society (Deegan, Rankin & Tobin,
2002). Organizations operate in society under a social contract, also known as the
“community license to operate” (Deegan et al, 2002), where the organizations has to
show that society requires its services and those who are benefiting from the actions of
the organizations have the society’s approval (Shocker, 1973).
Suchman (1995) defines legitimacy as a generalized perception or assumption that the
actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially
constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and definitions.

An American energy, commodities, and services company that went into bankruptcy due to an
extensive accounting fraud.
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As organizations are faced with a more critical and questioning environment,
organizations need to be able to assert their legitimacy (Slack & Shrives, 2008).
According to Rimmel (2016), some organizations chose to communicate their actions
through disclosure of corporate reports, such as annual reports and sustainability reports
to achieve legitimacy. By disclosing their actions to their stakeholders, the stakeholders
are given the opportunity to evaluate the organizations actions and thus decide if the
organization is meeting their expectations. Jay Choi and Sami (2012) argue that
voluntary disclosure has benefits such as improved legitimacy, visibility and improved
reputation, all of which can lead to increased business transactions and an increased
number of customers. However, these benefits have to be compared with the costs of
increasing and improving the disclosure together with the risk of disclosing valuable
information to the organizations competitors and therefore loose a competitive
advantage (Jay Choi & Sami, 2012).
There is evidence that football clubs have sought to increase the amount and quality of
the information that they disclose to their stakeholders, as the business of football has
increased and developed according to Morrow (2013). Other authors, such as Slack and
Shrives (2008), claim that football clubs are receiving questions about their legitimacy
and that there are reasons for why football clubs may increase their disclosure. By
disclosing more information about the overall performance of the club, attention can be
diverted from poor financial performance and other financial controversies such as
excessive player wages. Even though improved disclosure by football clubs are wanted
and broadly welcomed, an issue arise with this wanted improvement. As financial
disclosure is more standardized than social disclosure, the management of football clubs
can use this to legitimate actions that are of their own interest (Deegan et al, 2002;
Morrow, 2013; Slack & Shrives, 2008) and use disclosure to create the picture of the
club that they want the society to have (Hines, 1988).
Morrow (2013) discusses that the management of football clubs might seek to control
the debate regarding what is considered as appropriate social and community activity by
football clubs. Many studies, according to Rimmel (2016), show that voluntary
disclosure can be used to increase an organization’s legitimacy and football clubs might
use this on the soaring player wages, how they deal with hooliganism and the overall
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commercialization of football as all of these raise questions about football clubs’
legitimacy and their role in society (Slack & Shrives, 2008).

2.7

Stakeholder Theory

Clarkson (1995) defines the term stakeholder as individuals or groups that have, or
claim, ownership, rights or interest in a corporation and its activities, past, present or
future. To elaborate further, Clarkson (1995) divides the concept into primary and
secondary stakeholders. The primary stakeholders being the individuals or groups
whose participation is necessary for the corporation to continue its business; without
them it cannot survive as a going concern. This group of stakeholders is generally
comprised of owners and potential investors, employees, suppliers and customers;
participants who have an interdependent relationship with the corporation (Clarkson,
1995).
Finding straight similarities between the social business of football and the conventional
corporate world is often difficult and the stakeholder relationship between the club and
its supporters is no different. A reasonable conclusion would be that supporters are like
regular customers but that is not quite true (Cooper & Johnston, 2012). Unlike
customers, football fans cannot move their business to a competitor due to their
emotional commitments (Cooper & Johnston, 2012).
The fans also demonstrate a considerable financial commitment towards their club(s),
which generates an insatiable demand for information (transparency) about their teams
(Cooper & Johnston, 2012). Cooper and Johnston (2012) argues that the field of football
presents an interesting case in which to study accountability due to its extremely
interested fans that actively search for information on every aspect of their clubs.
During the recent years, research regarding corporate governance within the football
industry has focus extensively on the relationship with the fans. This is due to a growing
concern that the commercialization of the industry has harmful effects to the
sociocultural dimension (Garcia & Welford, 2015). Among other pitfalls in governance
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of football clubs, the lack of engagement with their supporters is one of them and in
broad terms it is argued that improving this relationship and open up, will not only
increase the connection to the community, but also enhance accountability and
transparency (Garcia & Welford, 2015).
According to Hamil et al. (2004), issues arises from the fact that football is more than
just a business and stresses that clubs are cultural and community assets with associated
sporting and community objectives. Hence, the relationship between the fans and the
club is different from the standard customer-company relationship. The supporters
should be considered key stakeholders since they are not just being loyal customers, but
also actively participating in match-day support and thereby also contributing
financially to keep the corporation afloat (Hamil et al, 2004).
In England, to be perceived as a legitimate stakeholder, fans can form supporter trusts
with the purpose to claim partial or full ownership in the club (Garcia & Welford,
2015). Even though stakeholder theory suggests that corporations should take all
stakeholders into consideration when creating value, disregarding benefit (Mallin,
2013), by forming a supporter trust, the fans can step into the light of an agency
relationship as legitimate stakeholders and owners.

2.8

Agency Theory

In contrast to stakeholder theory, the agency theory takes fewer parties into
consideration and focuses on the dynamic, conflict and other consequences in the
relationship between the principle and agent (Rimmel & Johäll, 2016). The principle
assigns powers to the other party (agent) to act on its behalf and this is where a conflict
potentially arises. The assumption in the agency theory is that both parts strives to
maximize their own interests which means that the agent is assumed to be acting
opportunistic at the principle’s expense (Rimmel & Johäll, 2016). The theory
emphasizes these issues on the relationship between managers and shareholders. In
these kinds of relationships, agency issues can emerge from two problematic sources.
Firstly and mainly from the conflicts of interest and secondly from cases of asymmetric
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information between the parties regarding each other’s actions (Rimmel & Johäll,
2016). The conflicts of interests between shareholders and managers are manifested in
the fact that the owners want high dividend and hence high profit, while the managers
pursue power, prestige and high monetary remuneration (Rimmel & Johäll, 2016).
Within the football industry, Schubert (2014) argues that post to the introduction of the
FFP regulation the relationship between the governing body UEFA and the European
football clubs could be considered a principal-agent relationship. In line with the agency
theory, UEFA, as owner and organizer of the UEFA Champions League and UEFA
Europa League, act as principal by requiring the clubs (agents) to follow FFP in order to
participate (Schubert, 2014). According to Schubert (2014) the demands of FFP
contradict some of the demands of other stakeholders, making it difficult for the clubs to
satisfy and balance the needs of all, as one should according to stakeholder theory
(Mallin, 2013). For instance, FFP’s requirement to reduce employee expenses is
obviously inconsistent with the demands of the players (Schubert, 2014).
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3

Methodology & Method

In this chapter the choices made to form this thesis is depicted, along with motives
behind conducting the research. The effects resulting from the decisions made will be
disclosed and discussed along with a quality assurance. The purpose of this chapter is
for the reader to be able to establish a perception of the credibility of this thesis.

3.1

Methodology

3.1.1 Research paradigm
Guba & Lincoln (1994) argues that paradigms are sets of basic beliefs and it is not
possible to elevate one over another on the basis of ultimate, foundational criteria.
Nonetheless, it is of practical benefit to understand the “taken for granted” assumptions
that everybody has about how the world works (Saunders et.al, 2009).
Considering that transparency is subjective in its nature and is a topic that will be
perceived differently by various social actors, this thesis could be argued to follow an
interpretivist paradigm. The interpretation of transparency is different, even among
supporters, but it also has it layers of objectivity since, to a certain extent, observable
data could be considered facts. An entity not providing financial information for
stakeholders use can never be considered transparent. Additionally, by creating a
disclosure checklist, the subjectivity of determining level of transparency can be
somewhat neutralized.

3.1.2 Research approach
This thesis is characterized as a study undertaking both an inductive- and deductive
approach. It starts out in a very broad context with formerly known theories and then
subsequently narrows down to specific issues with related findings. The two approaches
represent two different views of the relationship between theory and research; deductive
approach following a very linear process while inductive is being more flexible
(Bryman, 2012). The process of a deductive study, or “top down” logic, is configured
on the basis that the thesis is rooted in theories and then permeated by hypotheses that is
either confirmed or rejected with the findings as support (Bryman, 2012). An inductive
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study works the other way around, with observations and findings used to create a
theory instead of accepting or rejecting an existing one. Opposed to a deductive study,
the findings in this thesis are not anchored in a hypothesis and are not entirely rooted in
theory. As described by Bryman (2012), a deductive approach is linked to testing of
theory while an inductive approach is characterized by generation of theory. It could be
argued that this thesis has features of both approaches, since it is rooted in theory of
financial turmoil but at the same time is highly dependent on the observation and
findings in order to produce a theory regarding transparency in football. Hence, the
authors argue that the main research question is constructed on the basis of both
approaches.

3.1.3 Research strategy
To distinguish between techniques of data- collection and analysis, the terms qualitative
and quantitative are widely used within business and management research (Saunders
et. al, 2009). A quantitative data collection, or analysis, is generally considered to be
present when it generates or uses numerical data (Saunders et al., 2009). Accordingly,
the techniques of qualitative nature are perceived as synonymous with non-numerical
data. Moreover, a qualitative strategy predominately emphasizes an inductive approach
to the relationship between theory and research, while a quantitative strategy is more
related to the deductive relationship (Bryman, 2012).
Considering this, the strategy of this thesis is considered to be a hybrid of the two. As
Bryman (2012) describes it, the status of the distinction is ambiguous since some
writers still perceives it as a fundamental contrast, while others regards it as no longer
useful or even false. Bryman (2012) further states that, on the surface, there seems to be
no other distinction between the two apart from the fact that quantitative researchers
employ measurement while qualitative researchers do not. Thus, having features of both
strategies, performing a numeric measurement of transparency but preferring words
rather than quantification (Bryman, 2012), the perception is that this thesis should be
considered a mix.
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3.1.4 Time horizon
An important decision to make when forming a research design is to determine time
horizons (Saunders et al., 2009). The research can either consist of a “snapshot” at a
particular time, alternatively of a series of snapshots over a period of time (Saunders et
al., 2009). The two different paths to choose from are in methodological terms referred
to as cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. This research is considered a crosssectional study due to the fact that the sample contains a snapshot of a specific fiscal
year.

3.2

Method

3.2.1 Conducting the study
At an early stage, looking into already existing theory and financial disclosures was
very helpful in order to obtain information about the problems and potential future
problems that the European football economy is facing. The reasons and purposes of the
introduction of the FFP regulation caught the author’s attention early on and worked as
a foundation for the understanding of the financial issues in European football. This
helped the authors to find a gap in the existing theory, which contributed to the shaping
of the research questions.
The scope of already existing theory and scientific articles available was surprisingly
large and through searching in the Jönköping University library online database,
material could be claimed from one of the most diligent researchers on the subject of
football economy, Stephen Morrow. Using the scientific articles on financial reporting
(Morrow, 1996, 2013, 2014) as a basis, the data collection could be extended through
the sources in the articles obtained. Besides from using the library’s database we also
searched for physical literature at the Jönköping University library and got some advice
from the assigned tutor on material that might be helpful. The homepage of UEFA20
was during our initial research stage a very useful source, not only when finding
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www.uefa.com
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information regarding FFP, but it also provided reports such as The European Club
Footballing Landscape (Perry, 2014).
When forming the research question it was a necessity to delimit the area within
financial reporting. Looking into the disclosure of intangible assets felt like an obvious
choice since it is probably the most frequently discussed topic when it comes to deficits
in accounting within the industry. The unique situation where the companies’ most
valuable assets are human resources has caused a lot of controversy and there has been
many opinions regarding how they should be accounted for (Morrow, 1996).
To have an accounting category of similar nature as a comparison and to be able to
review a broader picture, also looking into the level of transparency when it comes to
tangible assets became another cornerstone in this paper. The importance of intangible
assets is potentially reflected in the level of transparency, which could be detected
through comparing the two asset categories.
After discussions, the last area of accounting determined to investigate was the
disclosure of clubs’ earnings. This is due to a new trend in European football where
foreign investors individually, or through an organization, claim a controlling stake in a
club’s parent company or in the club itself (Franck, 2010). Well-known examples
among the most successful leagues are Roman Abramovich, who purchased a
controlling party of Chelsea Limited in 2003 (Franck, 2010), Mansour Bin Zayed Al
Nahyan who through his investment company Abu Dhabi United Group acquired
Manchester City (Mole, 2008) and lastly Qatar Sports Investment who acquired Paris
Saint-Germain in 2011 (Sayare, 2012). This has caused the controversy of financial
doping where rich investors, willing to lose money, find ways to insert monetary funds
into the organizations in order to break-even.
Lastly, an effort was made to observe potential differences in transparency between
publicly and privately owned companies and member associations. Even though these
companies may have different disclosure requirements, looking into if a private limited
company or a member association decide to integrate their accounts with the
requirements from UEFA or not, could be another proof of lack of transparency.
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3.2.2 Sample selection
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the level of transparency in the financial
reporting of European football clubs, therefore all European football clubs was of
interest when selecting the research sample. However, since this thesis is from a
supporter’s perspective, a decision was made that it was of great importance that the
clubs published their annual reports on their website no matter of their legal form and
the clubs who did not publish an annual report on their website was excluded.
Initially a decision of having a random sample that consisted of clubs that competed in
the group stage of either Champions League 2014/15 or Europa League 2014/15 was
made. The reason for selecting clubs that participated in either Champions League or
Europa League is because they are affected by UEFA’s Financial Fair Play regulation
and are obligated to disclose transparent financial information to UEFA, either in a
separate document or integrated in their annual report. However, after a thorough
review of the clubs who participated in the Champions League group stage 2014/15 or
the Europa League group stage 2014/15, it was discovered that there was only a few
clubs who provided an annual report on their website. Also, some of them had to be
excluded due to language barriers as their annual reports were written in their domestic
language and not published in English.
Due to the given obstacles, it was decided that a non-probability sampling approach
would be more suitable for this thesis than a random sample. A random sample could
potentially include several clubs who did not provide an annual report published in
English on their website and thus make it difficult to answer the first and second subquestion. The sample was therefore extended to football clubs who participated in either
Champions League 2014/15, Europa League 2014/15 or who were playing in any of the
top six ranked professional football leagues in Europe21 during the 2014/15 season.
After a scrutiny of football clubs’ websites, ten clubs where identified through a
convenience sample (Bryman, 2012), all of which fulfilled the above line of reasoning.
When deciding on the sample size, one must bare in mind that the larger the sample size
21

The Primera Division (Spain), Bundesliga (Germany), The Premier League (England), The Serie A
(Italy), Ligue 1 (France) and Primeira Liga (Portugal).
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is, the greater the precision will be and thus minimizing sampling errors (Bryman,
2012). However, due to the time limitation of this research, a sample of ten clubs was
considered suitable. Also, selecting clubs from several countries adds a cross-national
view of how the transparency might differ, considering different norms and regulations.
The clubs selected were:
Money League Ranking:22

Club:

Country:

League:

Arsenal FC

England

Premier League

7

FC Barcelona

Spain

Primera Division

2

Borussia Dortmund

Germany

Bundesliga

11

Everton FC

England

Premier League

18

FC Porto

Portugal

Primeira Liga

Juventus FC

Italy

Serie A

10

Manchester City

England

Premier League

6

Manchester United

England

Premier League

3

Olympique Lyonnais

France

Ligue 1

Real Madrid CF

Spain

Primera Division

>3023

>3024
1

Table 2 – Sampled clubs.

3.2.3 Data collection
The used and analyzed annual reports in this thesis have been digitally downloaded
from each selected club’s official website. Since the data in annual reports are not
primarily collected and assembled for research purposes, analyzing the data assessed
from these reports will be a secondary data analysis (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill,
2009; Bryman, 2012).
The standpoint of this thesis is from a supporter’s perspective and an assumption that
not all supporters may have access to various databases that publishes annual reports
was made. However, in our contemporary society, most supporters have access to the
The Deloitte Football Money League ranks the Top 30 highest-earning football clubs in the world
based on their revenue generated from match day income, broadcast rights and commercial
sources (Boor et al., 2016).
23 Not among the Top 30 highest-earning football clubs in the world during the 2014/15 season.
24 Not among the Top 30 highest-earning football clubs in the world during the 2014/15 season.
22
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Internet and therefore this thesis has the standpoint that annual reports published on a
club’s official website should be considered available to all supporters.
The base year for this research is 2015 and for the football clubs that have a broken
financial year, annual reports from 2014/15 have been used. The reason for choosing
2015 as this thesis base year is because these are the most recent annual reports and as
UEFA Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play Regulation Edition 2015 and EY’s
International GAAP disclosure checklist 2015 (based on IFRS in issue at 28 February
2015) have been used as corner stones in this research (further explained in section
3.2.4). Therefore it was natural to match these 2015 editions with annual reports from
2015 or 2014/15.

3.2.4 Disclosure checklist

For an organization to be transparent, the financial reports must contain enough
information and details to help stakeholders make well-based financial decisions (Barth
& Schipper, 2008). Therefore, in order to have a concrete base of what is considered as
transparent from a supporter’s perspective, a checklist was created as a measurement
platform, rooted in a disclosure checklist created by EY (EY, 2015) combined with
requirements from UEFA25 (UEFA, 2015b). By having this as a basis, the research
becomes more objective with higher reliability by having consistency in the
measurements. Also, the disclosure checklist opened the possibility to turn the
measurement of disclosure transparency into quantitative data, hence facilitating the
data analysis. Moreover, this approach makes the method easier to replicate if additional
or similar studies were to take place.
In order to avoid ambiguous results, answers to each question from the checklist were
established in a binary manner. By receiving either 0 or 1 for each disclosure, the
possibility to analyze the data through a statistical approach was created.

25

In ANNEX VI, Article 47, 48 and 52 of UEFA Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play Regulations
Edition 2015, minimum disclosure requirements for the financial statements are outlined.
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The checklist contains questions of disclosure regarding the accounting areas included
in the first and second sub-question. The areas in the first sub-question, intangible and
tangible assets, is represented in the checklist by questions developed by EY, while the
disclosure questions associated with revenue (second sub-question) stems from the
demands of the FFP regulation. This is due to the break-even requirement being a
cornerstone in FFP, along with strict and comprehensible disclosure requirements
especially suited for football clubs.

3.3

Data analysis

By turning the disclosures into statistical data, some judgments and assumptions had to
be made. Only being able to distribute a no (0) or a yes (1) created a grey area of
disclosure that needed to be clearer. Therefore it was decided to assign 1 to clubs
disclosing information regarding the application of various accounting methods. An
example is the case of changes in carrying amount due to impairment loss. Even though
it turned out that impairment losses was not a frequent event in the ten annual reports of
2014/15, disclosing how to account for it and why no impairment was present for the
reporting period generated a 1. This was decided due to the fact that the analysis
involves transparency in football clubs and not how common it is with impaired assets.
To be able to present the empirical findings in a more equitable manner and facilitate
the analysis of the data, the findings were categorized. By doing this, the data could be
presented in a more visible and comparable fashion; hence avoiding a distorted view of
the results due to, for instance, the lack of assets with indefinite useful life. Sustaining a
supporter perspective throughout the data analysis was of great importance and having
to add things together did not qualify as adequate disclosure.

3.4

Quality assurance

When using secondary data it is important to evaluate the reliability and validity of the
secondary data source (Saunders et al, 2009), where reliability refers to the consistency
of measurements and validity is whether a measure of a concept really measures that
concept (Bryman, 2012). All sources that have been used during the course of this thesis
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have been critically analyzed and an effort has been made to be as consistent as possible
throughout the research in order to improve the trustworthiness. Reliability of this thesis
is considered to be high, as all annual reports have been digitally downloaded from each
sampled club’s official website, and the implementation of the disclosure checklist is
described in detail. Therefore the study should yield the same result if it would have
been carried out later in time.
Validity of this thesis is ensured by the fact that the FFP regulation has been used as a
cornerstone when analyzing if the annual reports are transparent, since the FFP
regulation is used to enhance the level of transparency towards UEFA (UEFA, 2015b).
The research process has been conducted objectively with absence of personal values
and therefore ensuring the conformability of the thesis (Bryman, 2012). A decision to
not conduct interviews was made due to the limited timeframe, risk of misinterpretation
in the interview process and due to the difficulty to ensure the objectivity of the
researchers. Making conclusions based on only a few interviews is not reliable and
these factors combined constituted the grounds for this decision.
External validity, mostly known as generalizability, means that the findings from a
sample can be generalized for a whole population. The findings from each sub-question
cannot be generalized to the whole European football sector as a non-probability
convenient sample was used to select the sampled clubs who published an annual
report. However, the finding on our research question can be generalized to the whole
European football sector as this sample consist of the clubs who played in the
Champions League group stage 2014/15. All European football clubs compete, through
their leagues and national cups, for a participating spot in this competition and therefore
a sample consisting of the clubs who reach this stage through their sporting success can
be seen as representatives for the whole European football sector. Thus findings from
this sample can be generalized.
As this thesis method is explained in detail with a high level of transparency it should
be easy for other researchers to implement the used method and replicate this research.
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4

Empirical findings

In this chapter, the empirical material from the disclosure checklist, collected through a
review of annual reports, is outlined. Further findings are then presented to facilitate a
greater understanding. The disposition of this section is characterized and structured in
light of the sub-questions.

4.1

Results from the disclosure checklist

On the following pages, the sampled clubs’ application of framework is presented,
along with the complete result from the disclosure checklist, which has a maximum
score 56 points:
Arsenal Holdings plc.

UK GAAP

FC Barcelona

N/A

Borussia Dortmund GmbH26 & Co.

HGB27, “AktG”28, IFRS

Everton FC Company ltd.

UK GAAP

FC Porto Futebol SAD29.

IFRS

Juventus FC S.p.A.30

IFRS, CONSOB31

Manchester City ltd.

UK GAAP

Manchester United plc.

IFRS

Olympique Lyonnais Groupe

IFRS

Real Madrid CF

Spanish GAAP

Table 3 – Application of financial reporting framework.

GmbH is a German type of legal entity with limited liability.
Handelsgesetzbuch/German Commercial Code
28
Aktiengesetz/Particular Accounting requirements of the German Stock Corporation Act
29 A special type of public limited company in Portugal related to sports.
30 S.p.A. is an Italian type of legal entity, equivalent to public limited company.
31
Italian Securities and Exchange Commission
26
27
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Figure 2 – Disclosure checklist – part 1.
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Category 5

Category 4

Category 3

Any amortization recognized during the reporting period.

Other changes in the carrying amount during the reporting period

The carrying amount of revalued intangible assets

-

10

0

Summary Intangible assets:

0

iii. The amount of contractual commitments for the acquisition of intangible assets.

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ii. Significant intangible assets controlled by the entity but not recognized as assets because they
do not meet the recognition criteria of IAS 38 or because they were acquired or generated before
the version of IAS 38 issued in 1998 were effective.

i. Any fully amortized intangible asset that is still in use

Other information:

iii. The fair value measurements disclosures required by IFRS 13.

The carrying amount that would have been recognized had the revalued class of
intangible assets been measured after recognition using the cost model in IAS 38.
ii. The amount of the revaluation surplus that relates to intangible assets at the beginning and end
of the reporting period, indicating the changes during the reporting period and any restrictions on
the distribution of the balance to shareholders.

The effective date of the revaluation

-

i. By class of intangible assets:
0

0

If the club accounts for intangible assets at revalued amounts, does the club disclose?:

0

ii. In giving the reasons in (i), does the entity disclose the factor (s) that play a significant role in
determining that the asset has an indefinite useful life.

0

1

1

1

i. For an intangible asset assessed as having an indefinite useful life, the carrying amount of that
asset and reasons supporting the assessment of an indefinite useful life.

Does the club disclose:

-

Net exchange differences arising on the translation of the financial statements into
the presentation currency and on the translation of a foreign operation into the presentation
currency of the reporting entity.

-

Impairment losses recognized in profit or loss during the reporting period under IAS
36, if any.

Disclosure category
Disclosure questions
Arsenal FC FC Barcelona
Intangible Assets
Category 1
Is each class of intangible assets disclosed separately? (eg. player registration, goodwill)
1
1
Is the following information disclosed for each class of intangible asset?
i. Whether the useful lives are indefinite or finite and, if finite, the useful lives or the amortization
1
0
rates used?
ii. The amortization methods used for intangible assets with finite useful lives
1
0
iii. The gross carrying amount and the accumulated amortization (aggregated with accumulated
impairment losses):
At the beginning of the reporting period
1
0
At the end of the reporting period
1
1
iv.
A
reconciliation
of
the
carrying
amount
at
the
beginning
and
the
end
of
the
reporting
period,
Category 2
showing:
Additions during the period, indicating separately those from internal development,
1
0
those acquired separately, and those acquired through business combinations.
Assets classified as held for sale or included in a disposal group classified as held for
sale under IFRS 5 and other disposals.
1
0
Increases or decreases during the reporting period resulting from revaluations under
IAS 38.75, IAS 38.85 and IAS 38.86, and from impairment losses recognized or reversed in
other comprehensive income under IAS 36, if any.
0
0
1

1
1

1
1

0

1

1
1

1
1

0

12

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

14

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

14

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Borussia Dortmund Everton FC FC Porto Juventus FC

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Manchester City

13

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Manchester United

12

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

12

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Olympique Lyonnais Real Madrid

Figure 3 – Disclosure checklist – part 2.
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Profit/Loss Account and
Revenue

Category 4

Category 3

Category 2

Category 1

Disclosure category
Tangible assets

At the end of the reporting period

Acquisitions through business combinations.

Depreciation (whether recognized in profit or loss or as a part of the cost of other assets)

-

Other changes in the carrying amount during the reporting period

1
1
1

iv. Commercial activities
v. UEFA solidarity and prize money
vi. Other operating income

Total disclosure summary:

Summary Profit/Loss Account & Revenue:

Does the club present notes to the profit and loss account with explanatory information?

iii. Other non-operating income (such as dividends and profits from investments)

ii. Disposal of intangible assets – players

i. Disposal of tangible assets

32

10

0
1

1
1

1
1

Does the club disclose any profit arising from:

1

ii. Sponsorship and advertising
iii. Broadcasting rights

1

12

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

7

5

0
0

0
1

1
0
0

1
1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

i. Gate receipts

Does the club disclose the amount of revenue arising from:

Does the club disclose the accounting policies for recognizing revenue?

Summary Tangible Assets:

iii. If the cost model is used, the fair value of property, plant and equipment, if this is materially different from the carrying amount.

ii. The carrying amount of any property, plant and equipment retired from active use and held for disposal

i. The gross carrying amount of any fully depreciated property, plant and equipment that is still in use.

i. The amount of contractual commitments for the acquisition of property plant and equipment.

Other information:

v. The revaluation surplus, indicating the change for the period and any restrictions on the distribution of the balance to
shareholders

iv. For each revalued class of tangible fixed asset, the carrying amount that would have been carried under the cost model

iii. The fair value measurement disclosures required by IFRS 13

ii. Whether an independent valuer was involved.

i. The effective date of the revaluation.

If the club accounts for tangible fixed assets at revalued amounts under the revaluation model, does the club disclose?:

-

Net exchange differences arising on the translation of the financial statements into the presentation currency and on
the translation of a foreign operation into the presentation currency of the reporting entity.

Impairment losses recognized in profit or loss during the reporting period under IAS 36, if any.

-

Increases or decreases resulting from revaluations and impairment losses recognized or reversed in other
comprehensive income under IAS 36 during the reporting period.

-

Additions during the period.
Assets classified as held for sale or included in a disposal group classified as held for sale under IFRS 5 and other
disposals.

v. A reconciliation of the carrying amount at the beginning and the end of the reporting period, showing:

-

0

1

0
0

0

1
1

1

iii. The useful lives or the depreciation rates used
iv. The gross carrying amount and the accumulated depreciation (aggregated with accumulated impairment losses):
At the beginning of the reporting period

Is the following information disclosed for each class of tangible fixed asset?
i. The measurement bases used for determining the gross carrying amount?
ii. The depreciation methods used

0

Arsenal FC FC Barcelona
1

Disclosure questions

Is each class of tangible fixed assets disclosed separately (e.g. property, stadium and equipment)?
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11

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

12

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

33

9

1
1

1
1

1
0
0

1
1

1

1

14

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

0
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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11

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

13

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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11

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

12

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Borussia Dortmund Everton FC FC Porto Juventus FC
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7

0
1

0
1

1
0
1

0
1

1

1

15

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0
1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Manchester City
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9

1
1

0
1

1
1
0

1
1

1

1

12

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Manchester United

34

10

1
1

0
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

12

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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11

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

15

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1
1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Olympique Lyonnais Real Madrid

4.2

Disclosure of Intangible assets

The empirical findings obtained from the created disclosure checklist, when it comes to
the section of intangible assets, can be divided into five categories. Explaining this
section in categories makes it easier to provide a deeper and more accurate
understanding of the results, rather than only interpreting the total score.
Initially there are the fundamental questions including disclosure of useful life,
amortization method, the gross carrying amount at the beginning/end of the reporting
period and if each class of intangible assets are disclosed separately (Category 1).
Next section contains the questions regarding a reconciliation of changes in the carrying
amount during the reporting period (Category 2). The two subsequent categories are
highly dependent on earlier observations, such as if any intangible asset with indefinite
useful life is present and if any asset has been subject to a revaluation (Category 3 & 4).
The fifth and last section is labeled “other information”; containing outstanding
information regarding fully amortized intangible assets and “assets” not fulfilling the
requirements for recognition (Category 5).

4.2.1 Fundamental questions

Fundamental questions
5
4
3
2
1

Category 1

0

Table 4 - Category 1 – Intangible Assets.
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As shown in Table 4, nine out of ten clubs scored maximum points in this section with
FC Barcelona being the notable anomaly. A pervading approach when examining the
questions in this category is carefully answering these questions through notes to the
accounts. Even though all clubs except FC Barcelona has received a point for disclosing
the useful lives of the intangible assets, the differences in approach is noteworthy. A
majority of the researched companies disclose similarly to the example of Olympique
Lyonnais Groupe:
Player registrations are amortized on a straight-line basis over the term
of the initial contract (typically 3 to 5 years). If a contract is extended,
the related external costs are included in the value of the registration and
the amortization charge is recalculated on the basis of the new residual
term (Olympique Lyonnais Groupe, 2015, p. 117).
However, unlike the other sampled clubs, Juventus FC and FC Porto presented a more
detailed overview of their intangible assets when it comes to player registrations.

Figure 4 - Juventus FC – Financial details on players (Juventus FC S.p.A., 2015, p.85).
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Additionally to the information stated in Figure 4, Juventus FC provides an equally
detailed list of remaining players contracted to the club but not included in the first
team. Moreover, lists of all acquisitions and disposals regarding player registrations are
disclosed. The table of acquisitions includes disclosure of information concerning price
paid, IFRS value of rights and the length of the contract. Information disclosed
regarding the disposals of player registrations are price agreed, the present value of the
amount received, net book value and thereby the capital gain/loss.
FC Porto also provides a similarly detailed overview of their player registration rights.
A list of registrations’ percentages of each player, that takes sharing of economic rights
into consideration, is disclosed along with the contracts expiration date. The
acquisitions of the year is disclosed with extensive information including economic
rights percentage, acquisition date, vendor, length of contract, acquisition cost and
additional expenses, resulting in a total acquisition cost.

4.2.2 Reconciliation

Reconciliation of changes
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Category 2 -

Table 5 – Category 2 – Intangible Assets.

This category focuses on the carrying amount at the beginning and end of the reporting
period and all changes in between. The columns suggest a rather constant distribution in
this category, except for FC Barcelona who once again is the deviation. The very
obvious average score with five points out of seven derive from the pattern of no
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disclosure of changes resulting from a revaluation and other changes. Being the only
club disclosing an event falling under the category of other changes, FC Porto ended up
with the highest score. Apart from high scores in showing additions, disposals and
amortizations for the reporting period, most of the clubs were granted a point for
disclosing actions in case of an impairment loss and differences arising from translation
of currencies.

4.2.3 Indefinite useful life and revaluation of intangible assets
These categories generated very few points; impairing the total score of the section of
intangible assets. Due to the fact that no club disclosed any intangible asset being
subject to a revaluation during the reporting period, all clubs missed out on five points
in this category. Four clubs out of ten did however score full points on the two questions
concerning intangible assets with indefinite useful lives (FC Porto, Juventus FC,
Manchester United, Olympique Lyonnais). This was no coincidence since the four clubs
in this case strictly follows the conceptual framework of IFRS, thus treating goodwill as
an asset with indefinite useful life according to IFRS 3 (Olympique Lyonnais Groupe,
2015).

4.2.4 Other information
Of the three questions included, the most frequently disclosed (6/10) were the amount
of contractual commitments for the acquisition of intangible assets, often related to
players’ registrations. Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid were the only two clubs
disclosing fully amortized assets still in use and Juventus FC earned the only point
because of their disclosure of significant intangible assets not recognized.
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4.2.5 Summary
As Table 6, providing the combined results for the section of intangible assets, shows,
Juventus FC and FC Porto collected the highest score in an otherwise relatively average
performance where FC Barcelona stood out as the least successful performer.

Summary
20
16
12

Disclosure Intangible
assets

8
4
0

Table 6 - Summary - Intangible Assets (Maximum score 22 points).

4.3

Disclosure of Tangible assets

As in the case of Intangible assets, the empirical findings obtained from the created
disclosure checklist regarding tangible assets are divided into different categories.
The first category of tangible assets (Category 1) includes fundamental questions about
the disclosure of depreciation methods, useful life, the measurement bases, the gross
carrying amount at the beginning/end of the reporting period and if each class of
tangible assets are separately disclosed in the annual report.
The next category (Category 2) consists of questions regarding a reconciliation of the
changes in the carrying amount during the reporting period and the subsequent category
(Category 3) solely relates to the disclosure regarding revaluation of tangible assets. The
fourth and last category (Category 4) is labeled “other information” and contains
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questions relating to the disclosure of any fully depreciated tangible assets still in use,
tangible assets retired from active use and held for disposal, contractual commitments
and disclosure of any material difference between the fair value and the carrying
amount if the cost model is used to determine the carrying amount.

4.3.1 Fundamental questions

Fundamental questions
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Category 1

Table 7 - Category 1 – Tangible Assets.

Table 7 presents an overview of the points scored in category 1. As can be seen, nine
clubs score full points in this category and FC Barcelona scored zero points. The
majority of the sampled clubs disclosed most of the information relating to this category
in the notes to the accounts but all clubs used different approaches to disclose this
information.

4.3.2 Reconciliation
All clubs except for FC Barcelona disclosed changes in the carrying amount during the
reporting period arising from additions, disposals, depreciation and net exchange
differences due to translation of currencies. The total distribution from this category can
be seen in Table 8.
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Reconciliation of changes
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Category 2

Table 8 – Category 2 – Tangible Assets.

4.3.3 Revaluation of tangible assets
This category is about the clubs’ disclosure regarding revaluation of tangible assets and
only three out of the ten sampled clubs disclose information about revalued tangible
assets. As seen in category 2, Manchester City was the only club that did a revaluation
on their tangible assets during the 2014/15 season. However, due to disclosure of
previously revalued tangible assets, Everton FC and Real Madrid earned points in this
category.

4.3.4 Other information
A majority of the clubs disclosed information about contractual commitments relating to
the acquisition of tangible assets (Arsenal FC, FC Porto, Manchester City, Manchester
United, Olympique Lyonnais and Real Madrid) and this was, same as with intangible
assets, the question that most clubs earned points for in this category.
The only two clubs that disclosed information about fully depreciated tangible assets
still in use (Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid) were the same clubs that disclosed
information about fully amortized intangible assets still in use. Borussia Dortmund and
Juventus FC were the only two clubs that disclosed that they had tangible assets held for
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disposal and none of the sampled clubs disclosed any information about a materially
different fair value of any of their tangible assets’ gross carrying amount.

4.3.5 Summary
As Table 9, providing the combined results for the section of tangible assets, shows, the
summarized results in this disclosure section also provided a fairly equal distributed
result. Unlike the last section, Manchester City and Real Madrid collected the highest
scores and FC Barcelona once again stood out as the least successful performer.

Summary
24
21
18
15
12
9
6
3
0

Disclosure Tangible
assets

Table 9 - Summary - Tangible Assets (Maximum score 23 points).
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4.4

Disclosure of Profit/Loss Account & Revenue

4.4.1 Overview
Out of the ten reviewed clubs, as can be seen in Table 10, four clubs (Borussia
Dortmund, FC Porto, Juventus FC and Real Madrid) were given full points for their
disclosure regarding revenue. All clubs, except for FC Barcelona, explicitly explained
in their annual report to the reader the accounting policies that they use to recognize
revenue. Notes to the profit/loss account are also presented to the reader by all clubs
except for FC Barcelona.
Additional information regarding each club’s profit/loss account and revenue is
presented in Table 10 to give a better understanding of how each club disclosed
information regarding their earnings.

Summary
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Profit/Loss Account &
Revenue

Table 10 - Summary - Profit/Loss Account & Revenue (Maximum score 11 points).

4.4.2 Arsenal FC
Score 10 / 11
In Arsenal FC’s annual report 2014/15 the reader is presented with all relevant
information regarding the financial performance under the section Financial Review.
Comparisons with previous financial years performance are made and explanations are
provided to the reader regarding any increases or decreases compared to the previous
year’s revenue. In Arsenal FC’s Profit/Loss Account the turnover is bundled up into one
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sum, excluding player trading which is disclosed separately. In the Notes to the
Accounts, a table of the turnover is provided where the reader is given a detailed
overview of the different revenue sources. Here, the revenue is divided into groups
according to the guidelines of the FFP break-even calculation. No information regarding
any non-operating income where given in the annual report.

4.4.3 FC Barcelona
Score 5 / 11
FC Barcelona’s annual report 2014/15 devotes half a page out of 185 pages to explain
the club’s revenue. A table of the Revenue Trend from season 2009/10 up until 2014/15
is provided to the reader (see Figure 5) where the revenue from season 2014/15 is
divided into five categories, not consistent with the guidelines from the FFP break-even
calculation. Noteworthy is that no information what so ever is given about revenue
streams from UEFA (UEFA solidarity and prize money) considering the fact that FC
Barcelona won the UEFA Champions League 2014/15. As mentioned earlier, FC
Barcelona is the only club out of the ten reviewed clubs that do not disclose any notes to
the profit/loss account or any information regarding accounting policies for recognizing
revenue.

Figure 5 - FC Barcelona – Revenue Trend (FC Barcelona, 2015, p.173).
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4.4.4 Borussia Dortmund
Score 11 / 11
Borussia Dortmund’s annual report 2014/15 discloses information about all of the
aspects included in the checklist regarding revenue. Borussia Dortmund’s income
statement is clearly presented to the reader and is easy to follow and understand. The
income statement includes some bundle up sums, which are later explained in detail to
the reader and divided in to different revenue groups in the notes to the income
statement. The revenue groups are presented accordingly to the guidelines of the FFP
break-even calculation. Additionally, a revenue trend, which gives the reader the
opportunity to compare the total revenue and the revenue categories between the
2014/15 and the 2013/14 season, is disclosed together with a chart that highlights the
main revenue drivers.

4.4.5 Everton FC
Score 9 / 11
Everton FC’s annual report 2014/15 clearly states to the reader what accounting policies
the club has implemented for recognizing revenue. Everton FC’s profit/loss account
includes a bundled turnover sum, excluding profits on disposal of players and profits on
disposal of tangible fixed assets as these are disclosed separately. In the notes to the
accounts the turnover is unbundled and presented in a table where the revenue is
disclosed in separate categories, according to the guidelines of the FFP break-even
calculation. However, no information is disclosed to the reader about any revenues from
their participation in UEFA Europa League (UEFA solidarity and prize money). It is
only disclosed that the club has benefitted from its participation, with increased
revenues from gate receipts and commercial activities, but no amounts are disclosed.
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4.4.6 FC Porto
Score 11 / 11
In FC Porto’s annual report 2014/15 a profit/loss account is presented to the reader,
which is further explained in the notes to the accounts and here the revenue is presented
in accordance with the guidelines from the FFP break-even calculation (Figure 6). In the
notes, FC Porto discloses a list of all the players that has been sold during the reporting
period. Each sale is disclosed individually in a clear and detailed manner, combined
with a description of the amount the player registration right was sold for and the
generated capital gains from the sale. Thus the reader is given a full and detailed
overview of revenues generated from player transfers.

Figure 6 - FC Porto – Breakdown of the Revenue (FC Porto Futebol SAD., 2015, p.82).

4.4.7 Juventus FC
Score 11 / 11
In Juventus FC’s annual report 2014/15 the reader is presented with the club’s revenues
under the section Review of the results for the 2014/15 financial statements and the
revenues are divided into different categories that are in line with the FFP break-even
calculation. In the notes, each revenue category is explained in detail and the reader is
also provided with a list of the revenues associated with players’ registration rights. In
this list, each individual player’s registration right that has generated any revenue for the
club during the reporting period is disclosed in different categories together with the
generated amount. The categories that the players’ registration rights are divided into
are revenues from disposal, termination of sharing agreements, temporary disposals or
performance bonuses. A breakdown of Other Revenues is disclosed (Figure 7) which,
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together with the other information in the notes, gives the reader a detailed overview of
the club’s revenues.

Figure 7 - Juventus FC – Breakdown of Other Revenues (Juventus FC S.p.A., 2015, p.104).

4.4.8 Manchester City
Score 7 / 11
Manchester City’s annual report 2014/15 includes a profit/loss account where the club’s
turnover is disclosed, excluding player trading, which is disclosed separately. In the
notes to the financial statement the turnover is divided into four categories: Matchday,
Boradcasting UEFA, Broadcasting All Other and Other commercial activities.
However, no additional information or further explanation is presented to the reader
about the different revenue categories. Worth to mention is the absence of information
regarding sponsorship, advertising and UEFA solidarity and prize money, as there is no
information disclosed about these topics in the annual report of 2014/15.

4.4.9 Manchester United
Score 9 / 11
In Manchester United’s annual report 2014/15, the revenue in the income statement is
divided into Commercial revenue, Broadcasting revenue and Matchday revenue, while
profits on disposal of players’ registrations are disclosed separately. Revenues from the
four previous seasons are also disclosed and therefore give the reader an overview of the
revenue development (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 - Manchester United – Part of the Income Statement (Manchester United plc., 2015, p.2).

A breakdown of the commercial revenue into Sponsorship revenue, Mobile & Content
revenue and Retail, merchandising, apparel & products licensing revenue is disclosed
and an opportunity to compare these revenue developments with the previous four
seasons are given here as well. Worth to mention is that in their annual report,
Manchester United includes a section relating to European competitions. This section
includes information about revenues distributed by UEFA during the 2014/15 season
relating to Manchester United’s Champions League performance 2013/14. Also, as
Manchester United did not qualify for any European competition this season, it is
explained to the reader that their revenue suffered a material reduction due to the failure
of not qualifying to UEFA Champions League or Europa League.

4.4.10 Olympique Lyonnais
Score 10 / 11
In Olympique Lyonnais annual report 2014/15 a review of business activities are
presented to the reader. Here, an overview together with a short explanation of the five
principal revenue sources (Ticketing, Sponsoring and Advertising, Media and Marketing
rights, Brand-related revenue and Player trading) is outlined and in the next section a
comparison between the revenues of 2014/15 and 2013/14 are presented. Notes to these
categories and income statement, with detailed information, including details about each
player registration sale, are disclosed. Olympique Lyonnais includes a section in the
annual report where information about other top European football clubs’ sources of
revenue is disclosed. In this section information about French football clubs’ principal
sources of revenue from the 2013/14 season is disclosed together with Olympique
Lyonnais’ financial position compared to the top five French football clubs. Detailed
information about the revenues generated through Olympique Lyonnais participation in
UEFA Europa League is included in this section.
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4.4.11 Real Madrid
Score 11 / 11
In Real Madrid’s annual report 2014/15, an overview of the club’s operating income
from the 1999/00 season up until the 2014/15 season is presented (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - Real Madrid – Operating Income (Real Madrid CF, 2015, p.8).

A breakdown of the operating income is disclosed, dividing the revenue into four
categories: Marketing, International and friendly matches, Broadcasting and
Membership fees, ticket sales and other stadium revenue. Revenue from player transfers
is disclosed separately in the income statement under Gains on disposal and others. An
even more explained overview of the development of the operating income categories
from the 1999/00 season to the 2014/15 season is also presented (Figure 10) and in the
notes to the accounts the actual amounts generated within these categories are outlined.

Figure 10 - Real Madrid – Breakdown of Operating Income (Real Madrid CF, 2015, p.9).
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Real Madrid have also disclosed the amounts earned from each competition that the
club has participated in together with revenues from store sales, advertising and
sponsorships and licenses in the notes to the accounts. At the end of the annual report a
budget out-turn of the 2014/15 season is presented, where the budgeted revenues can be
compared to the actual revenues from the 2014/15 season and the deviation is clearly
disclosed to the reader.

4.5

Further findings

The scores from the disclosure checklist is only a portion of the findings since it turns
out that many European football clubs does not publish an annual report for all
stakeholders to read. This is demonstrated by Table 11, which is an example of clubs
participating in the Champions League groupe stage 2014/15.

Champions League 2014/15
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Public annual
report (English)

Not public/Only in
domestic language

Table 11 – Annual Reports – Champions League 2014/15.

Of 32 clubs competing in this competition, only seven32 (all of those seven are included
in our sample) published an annual report in English on their website. Even though
financial information can be found through financial services such as Bloomberg33, and

32

Arsenal FC, FC Barcelona, Borussia Dortmund, FC Porto, Juventus FC, Manchester City, Real Madrid.
www.bloomberg.com A financial information website where financial information and financial data
can be obtained.

33
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MarketWatch34, considering the eyes of a supporter, this is included in the not public
category of the data.
A trend discovered is the tendency to only publish annual reports in the clubs’ domestic
language. An example is the Portuguese football club Sporting CP, who is listed on the
European stock exchange Euronext (Euronext, 2016). They have a well-structured
website, with English as an optional language, but still only publish their annual report
in Portuguese. Further examples are Sporting CP’s Primeira Liga colleagues SL
Benfica, also traded on Euronext (SL Benfica, 2016), and the Italian team AS Roma
whose shares are publicly traded on Italy’s largest stock exchange Borsa Italiana (Borsa
Italiana, 2016).
Another very common issue affecting transparency is the group structure of many clubs.
Creating holding companies and similar structures between the actual club and the
investment company with full ownership is a phenomenon that can be observed in
several cases.
Example 1: Chelsea Football Club
The London-based club, which was taken over by Russian billionaire Roman
Abramovich in 2003 (Franck, 2010), has a holding company called Fordstam Limited
(previously Chelsea Limited). Chelsea Football Club Limited (the actual club) is a
subsidiary of Chelsea FC PLC whose ultimate parent company is Fordstam Limited
where the ultimate controlling party is Roman Abramovich (Chelsea FC, 2016). Chelsea
FC PLC is a public limited company that is not traded on any stock exchange, hence not
under compliance requirement of IFRS. Neither Fordstam Limited nor Chelsea Football
Club Limited presents any public accounts on the website and the only information
available is a news statement saying that the club is in compliance with UEFA Financial
Fair Play for the broken fiscal year of 2014/15 (Chelsea FC, 2015).
Example 2: Bayer 04 Leverkusen Fußball GmbH
The German team, who also competed in the UEFA Champions League during the
2014/15 season, is a limited liability company fully owned by the pharmaceutical
34

www.marketwatch.com A financial information website that provides business news, analysis and
stock market data.
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company Bayer AG. The club is one of over 100 subsidiaries, which understandably
makes it very difficult to obtain any disclosed information specifically related to the
football club (Bayer Group, 2015).
Because of the potential impact of the results, it is necessary to recognize differences in
legal forms between the clubs included in the sample selection. As earlier described,
there are certain differences in requirements from external forces depending on the
company’s legal form. Which accounting principle an organization applies is, for
instance, characterized by whether the company is publicly traded on a stock exchange
or not. FC Barcelona and Real Madrid are a special case since both clubs are registered
associations owned by its members. Consequently, external requirements will not be as
present as for a public limited company.

Legal forms
Public limited companies

Private Limited companies

Member Associations

20%
20%

60%

Table 12 – Legal forms - The distribution of legal forms within the sample selection of ten European
football clubs.
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5

Analysis

In this chapter, the empirical findings are analyzed in light of the theoretical
framework. The section is structured in line with the previous chapter in order to
facilitate a coherent second part of the thesis.

5.1

Disclosure of intangible assets

Biancone (2011) argues that the intangible asset players’ registrations are representing
the main item of a clubs balance sheet. When evaluating the results from the disclosure
checklist it is evident that this has been realized by at least a majority of the sample. All
clubs, except FC Barcelona, disclose financial information reflecting the values of their
intangible assets. Considering that it is widely acknowledged that transparency
generates reliability and confidence, which channels an improvement of image and
reputation, Lozano and Carrasco-Gallego (2011) argue that especially the big clubs are
more and more voluntarily disclosing information on intellectual capital and intangible
assets. This is supported in the results, considering that six of the sampled clubs earned
a top ten spot in the Deloitte Football Money League (Boor et al., 2016) together with
good results in the disclosure checklist. Particularly diligent in voluntary disclosure was
Juventus FC and FC Porto. Both clubs, following the framework of IFRS, disclosed
information for each player registration to potentially improve the legitimacy of the
business (Jay Choi & Sami, 2012).
Moreover, choosing to not disclose the net book value for each player, as in the case of
eight of the sampled clubs, causes ambiguity over the actual financial situation of the
club. Lozano and Carrasco-Gallego (2011) argue that a big percentage of the squads
consist of internally generated players, who does not meet the preconditions of IAS 38
(European Commission, 2010) and therefore cannot be recognized in the club’s balance
sheet (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). By only disclosing the carrying amount of the entire
CGU, there is no way of knowing how many registrations are recognized, causing a
weaker sense of transparency as it is not disclosed how many player registrations that
constitutes this sum. The hidden values that occur due to non-recognized assets can
somewhat be limited if a list of all registrations, together with their net book value, are
disclosed (Lozano & Carrasco-Gallego, 2011). This would show how many player
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registrations that affect the net book value and how many player registrations that the
club possesses which lacks accounting value. The results from the checklist showed that
only Juventus FC disclosed such information as their annual report included the section
“significant intangible assets controlled by an entity but not recognized…”
Notable in the findings is the dispersion in application of financial reporting
frameworks. The teams earning the highest scores were also most prone to voluntary
disclosure of information and, as stated above, they have the application of IAS/IFRS in
common. In line with this finding, Biancone (2011) stresses the need for homogeneity
of accounting rules to apply by football clubs and suggests a strict application of
IAS/IFRS. Use of different accounting rules, as in goodwill, generates a larger freedom
for the clubs to generate different financial situations (Biancone, 2011); thus affecting
comprehension and comparability. Excessive freedom, especially when it comes to
players’ registrations considering the hidden values (Lozano & Carrasco-Gallego,
2011), leads to a possibility to construct a reality (Hines, 1988), hence damaging the
transparency.

5.2

Disclosure of revenue

UEFA is trying to improve the transparency of financial reporting in European Football
clubs (Morrow, 2013; Procházka, 2012; UEFA, 2015) to prevent financial
mismanagement as in the case of Leeds United (Hamil & Walters, 2010) and Rangers
FC (Spiers, 2015). The effectiveness of the FFP regulation regarding transparency has
been criticized by Morrow (2014) as he argues that as long as the compliance document
is not mandatory to disclose publicly, the transparency improvement can be questioned.
However, the findings show that 80 percent of the sampled clubs disclose their revenue
in accordance with the minimum requirements of UEFA’s FFP regulation, or in
somewhat similar categories and to the same extent. 40 percent of the sampled clubs
even earned full points for their revenue disclosure, indicating a transparent disclosure
regarding revenue among the sampled clubs. The remaining 20 percent of the sampled
clubs (FC Barcelona and Manchester City) did not disclose their revenue in line with
the minimum requirements of FFP regulation and this finding indicates that these clubs
produce dual reports, as argued by Morrow (2014).
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UEFA is trying to incentivize clubs to not produce dual reports but to integrate the FFP
requirements in the clubs’ annual reports (Morrow, 2014; UEFA, 2015) and thus
improve the level of transparency by making the compliance document public
information. But some clubs choose to produce dual reports and this is corroborated by
the findings as 20 percent of the sampled clubs, as mentioned above, did not disclose
their revenue in accordance with FFP’s minimum requirements. Neither FC Barcelona
nor Manchester City disclosed any information about revenues arising from their
participation in UEFA Champions League (UEFA solidarity and prize money).
According to UEFA, FC Barcelona, who won the competition 2014/15, received €61
million (UEFA, 2015c) and Manchester City received €45.9 million for their
participation in the 2014/15 tournament. This finding shows that some clubs
deliberately omits certain information, as this needs to be disclosed to UEFA to receive
a club license. This supports Morrow’s (2014) criticism about whether UEFA and FFP
really improve financial disclosure transparency, as this information only needs to be
disclosed to UEFA.

5.3

Different legal forms in football corporations

During the research and after reviews of annual reports both patterns and anomalies
have been discovered when connecting transparent disclosure to a certain legal form of
football clubs. As mentioned earlier there is a pattern in the disclosure checklist between
the public limited companies applying IFRS and high scores. This is of course partly
due to the fact that the disclosure checklist is characterized by IFRS but at the same
time it mirrors a good level of transparency. Juventus FC and FC Porto, both public
limited companies, distinguished themselves from the rest, not just by scoring top
results in the checklist but also disclosing more transparent information. Players’
registrations were for instance much more detailed since they voluntary disclosed a list
of all players and their separate book values.
Manchester United, listed on New York Stock Exchange, published an extensive report
that however contained too much information (742 pages), which could be problematic
to interpret for some stakeholder, thus damaging the overall transparency (Barth &
Shipper, 2008).
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The surprise in the results was the very well constructed annual report published by
Real Madrid, who scored the highest point (together with FC Porto) from the checklist,
considering being a member association with no legal obligation to disclose information
(Barros, Corral & Garcia-del-Barrio, 2008). It becomes even more peculiar considering
the very weak transparency provided in the annual report of their fellow Spanish
member association FC Barcelona.
Judging by the findings, further harmonization of IFRS would definitely favor the
transparency of financial reporting in European football. The framework is currently
generally only applied by the clubs listed on stock exchanges, but as argued by
Biancone (2011), homogeneity of accounting rules should benefit transparency. More
clubs going public would definitely speed up the harmonization and could potentially
open possibilities for supporters to become owners and even more acknowledged
stakeholders (Garcia & Welford, 2015). However, arguing that more initial public
offerings would benefit the football industry is difficult to say. Even though the findings
suggest it would bring more transparency to football, it would also corporatize the
industry even further, making the social entertainment of football even more embossed
by high profits and dividends (Morrow, 2013).
Schubert (2014) argues that an agency relationship between UEFA and the football
clubs has occurred post to the implementation of the FFP regulation. As for now, the
findings indicates that UEFA strives for a more transparent industry while the clubs and
the owners are trying to counteract by finding ways to comply with the FFP regulation
but at the same time disclose as little as possible to the public.

5.4

The European football industry’s effect on transparency

The difficulties in obtaining published annual reports from European football clubs
proved that there is a lot more to wish for when it comes to transparency within the
industry. It is truly peculiar that large corporations do not strive for improved legitimacy
and higher trust through accountability. Lozano and Carrasco-Gallego (2011) argue that
accountancy within the industry might be losing relevance due to inflexibility at
recognizing intangible assets in general, referring to the large hidden values. These
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values make it difficult to obtain a true and fair view of the balance sheet, leading to
less incentive to be transparent. Why aiming to be transparent when the balance sheet
will be distorted anyway? Lozano and Carrasco-Gallego (2011) further describe, as an
example, the paradox of finding football clubs on the verge of bankruptcy, only to be
saved by the hidden values. To reconnect to an earlier example, if FC Barcelona would
be under financial distress, selling Lionel Messi (no accounting value) could generate a
monetary amount of around €114.2 million, as in the case of Gareth Bale (Sale, 2016).
Oprean and Oprisor (2014) have a similar theory on the financial reporting’s lack of
importance. Even though investment in football clubs should be grounded in accounting
data disclosed, they argue that investors and sponsors is attracted through sporting
success and participation in international competitions (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). The
lack of interest in the financial reporting could be reason behind clubs only publishing
financial documents in their domestic language. Investors and sponsors not making
decisions based on the financial reporting is anchored in the uncertainty if the data
provided to the stakeholders is credible and relevant (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014). They
further argue that is it hard to obtain a complete and fair view if there are no firm
regulation from the governing bodies and calls for an improved framework for human
resource disclosure (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014).
The lack of disclosure could also be due to the relationship between investors and
corporations within the industry, according to Morrow (2013). Among the publicly
traded football clubs there is little evidence of an active market of shares (Morrow,
2013). Due to emotional commitments and hence non-financial motives, a “buy & hold”
strategy emerges and the financial statements become irrelevant (Morrow, 2013).
Associated with the lack of transparency discovered in the findings, Morrow (2013)
argues that the low amount of published annual reports is connected to the fact that
supporters are not seen as primary recipients.
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6

Conclusion

In this chapter, the purpose of the thesis is carried out and the research question and
sub-questions are answered. With help from the previous chapters, the authors come to
a conclusion structured in a clear but concise manner. Subsequently, the authors own
perceptions are discussed, including social & ethical issues, further research topics and
potential weaknesses of the research.

The purpose of the research was to examine if the financial information disclosed by
European football clubs were transparent towards their supporters. The uncertainty if
the social business of football had transformed into a full scale corporate industry, even
on a reporting level, raised the question of transparency; considering the poor financial
performance in an otherwise thriving business (Franck, 2010; Morrow, 2013; Schubert,
2014). In the end it is because of the supporters, as in the case of all sports, which
allows the industry to generate high revenue (Hamil et al., 2004); hence they should be
considered key stakeholders and their demand for accountability and comprehension
should be met. Thereby, the level of transparency was decided to be determined from a
supporter perspective.
To delimit the search for transparency, three logical reporting categories were reviewed
but the answer to the main research questions was discovered earlier than expected.
Difficulties in collecting a random sample due to the small amount of annual reports
published, mirrored an industry with a poor amount of financial transparency. However,
the research and empirical findings generated both hope and disappointment.
Sub-question 1: How transparent is the financial reporting regarding intangible and
tangible assets?
The disclosure of intangible- and tangible assets partly proved that transparency is
present within the industry, considering the small amount of deviation between the
categories along with good results in the disclosure checklist. However, considering that
the players’ registrations are vital for the existence of football clubs, in contrast to
tangible assets, there is a need for even more transparent disclosures. Only two clubs
(Juventus FC, FC Porto) presented a complete disclosure of all registrations including
carrying amount, amortization and other changes during the reporting period along with
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length of the contracts. This disclosure should be a benchmark for all other clubs to
follow in order to achieve a more transparent reporting for all to comprehend.
It is understandable that this information is sensitive considering the competition and
the unique case where registrations are transferred between competitors. If not all clubs
are required to release transparent financial reports then it is only logical that clubs are
reluctant to do so.
To conclude, the clubs who actually disclose their accounts has to be considered
transparent despite some exceptions. However, to increase reliability and relevance, the
governing bodies need to emphasize voluntary disclosure since the accounting of
intangible assets is even more complex in football than in established business. Lastly,
given the low percentage of clubs actually disclosing financial information on
intangible- and tangible assets, it cannot be considered transparent within the industry.
Sub-question 2: To what extent is clubs’ earnings disclosed?
As European football clubs are facing the new challenge of breaking-even, without
contribution from wealthy owners, the demand for disclosure regarding revenue has
increased. 80 percent of the sampled clubs disclosed their revenue to an extent that is
considered to be transparent, as they follow the guidelines and minimum disclosure
requirements of UEFA’s FFP regulation. However, 20 percent of the sampled clubs did
not disclose their revenues in a transparent manner, as their disclosure consisted of a
few unexplained sums. In those clubs it was difficult to perceive which the main
revenue drivers of the clubs were. Although one could demand more from these clubs,
one must highlight that they still published an annual report on their website in which
information was disclosed about their revenue, compared to many other European
football clubs where information for supporters is a scarcity.
Sub-question 3: How does transparency in financial reporting differ between different
legal forms of European football clubs?
Our study shows that there are differences in the level of transparency in financial
reporting of the sampled clubs. The main cause for this seems to be that, depending on
the legal form, the club might have external requirements to follow, for example,
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publicly traded clubs’ have to apply IAS/IFRS which clearly improves the level of
transparency. It is only logical that the clubs with publicly traded stocks have an
incentive to be transparent since it will generate increased investment. Having to release
information that might generate a competitive disadvantage is perhaps the price to pay
for the financial benefits of an IPO. It is however peculiar that some clubs traded on the
European market still only publishes annual reports in their domestic language, making
it less comprehensible for foreign investors.
Some clubs’ apply voluntary disclosure (as Juventus FC and FC Porto did with
intangible assets), which increase their level of financial transparency. Another
noteworthy finding is that the club who earn the highest score (together with FC Porto)
was Real Madrid and the club that earned the least points was FC Barcelona, both
member associations with no external requirements, indicating that Real Madrid also
applied voluntary disclosure. These findings suggest that financial transparency is
different between legal forms but it also differs within the same legal forms.
Research question: How transparent is the financial reporting of European football
clubs?
The general perception of financial reporting in European football is that if a club is not
bound to be transparent by external requirements, they will avoid it. This statement has
of course exceptions like Real Madrid, as our research showed. Most clubs are bound
by UEFA and FFP in order to compete, but since they are offering the loophole of dual
reports, most clubs take it. Therefore, even though some clubs publish transparent
financial reports, due to the low amount of available annual reports, the conclusion is
that the financial reporting of European football clubs cannot be deemed as transparent.
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6.1

Discussion

Morrow (2013) argues that supporters are not seen as primary recipients of annual
reports, which probably is a fair reasoning considering the low amount of annual reports
made public. Making efforts to improve transparency of financial reporting may not be
the optimal approach to satisfy the supporters’ demand for information as it is
questionable to what extent they care about different accounting rules and
comparability. In line with Morrow (2013), it could be argued that the supporters are
actually more concerned with accountability than being able to understand an entire
annual report. They want to be able to hold people responsible for performance and
even though the break-even calculation of the FFP regulation has enhanced the
conceptualization of organizational behavior and performance, it has not actually
improved accountability as such disclosures are still largely hidden from most
stakeholders.
It is however generally argued that transparency enhances accountability and
considering that there potentially are recipients within supporter organizations that, as
representatives of larger groups, can hold the management responsible through annual
reports, transparency of financial reporting still needs to be improved. This is why it is
peculiar that UEFA does not seem to have any plans of publishing the FFP compliance
documents. By doing this, UEFA would close the loophole of dual reports, thus enhance
transparency and force all clubs to play by the same rules, which is a generally accepted
view of how the world of sports should work.

6.1.1 Relation of thesis findings to broader ethical and social issues
Considering the recent corruption scandal of FIFA, another governing body within the
football sector, the call for transparency is apparent. In the case of FIFA, the former
President (Joseph S. Blatter) and former Vice-President (Michel Platini), who also
happened to be President of UEFA at the time, was banned by FIFA’s independent
Ethics Committee for eight years from all football-related activities because of bribery
and corruption (FIFA, 2015). As corruption obviously is present within the European
football industry, there is an evident social issue that calls for more open disclosure and
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transparency due to the low ethics by executives of governing bodies. As UEFA’s
efforts to improve transparency with the FFP regulation can be questioned and with the
corruption charges against their former President, we argue that there is still an obvious
need to further improve transparency.
It is important that transparency is improved in an ethical and non-deceiving manner to
supporters, as they are the ones that keep the football industry alive through their
financial commitment and interest. Without supporters, there would be no sponsors, no
gate receipts and no lucrative broadcasting deals, as nobody would watch the games.
Hence we argue that it is only ethical towards supporters to improve the financial
transparency and it would also be beneficial towards other external parties, as this
would facilitate rational financial decisions and reduce information asymmetry. This
definitely supports the broader relevance of this research as it can be strongly linked to
both social and ethical issues.

6.1.2 Suggestions for further research
A majority of the European football clubs are not publishing annual reports, or
somewhat similar reports, to their stakeholders even though the clubs’ have an external
requirement from UEFA to provide UEFA with a FFP compliance document. It would
therefore be recommended to further investigate why clubs actively choose to not
publish these reports or why UEFA is not making each club’s FFP compliance
document publicly available. A few clubs have chosen to integrate the compliance
report in their annual report, but since there are so many clubs whom are not disclosing
this information, an interesting research topic would be to investigate if there are any
major competitive disadvantages that clubs’ may suffer from by implementing a
mandatory disclosure requirement of the FFP compliance documents. Interviews with
UEFA officials and European football club executives could also potentially provide a
broader view and understanding of why these reports are not mandatory to disclose.
As this research has been deeply influenced by the whole FFP regulation and especially
the break-even requirement, both of which are fairly new regulations, a future research
about the effects of this regulation is suggested as this potentially could illustrate the
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positive or negative effects that this regulation has had on the sustainability of the
European football industry. A future research topic that would be interesting, given the
fact that corruption obviously is present within the governing bodies of the football
industry, is if UEFA would be willing to sanction any of the biggest European football
clubs if they failed to meet the FFP requirements? Up until now, only small clubs like
Mallorca and Getafe have been excluded from participation in the European
tournaments and it would therefore be interesting to see if the biggest clubs receive the
same sanctions as smaller and less influential football clubs if they fail to comply with
FFP when the regulation is fully implemented.
Lastly, there is a strong correlation between winning and increasing revenue (FC
Barcelona received €61 million for winning the UEFA Champions League). A further
suggested research topic is to investigate if there is any correlation between winning and
profit making as many European football clubs tend to overspend in order to reach
sporting success.

6.1.3 Limitations of the study
Two limitations of our research are our sample size and the fact that we only examined
the financial disclosure from one season (2014/15). A bigger sample size and longer
time-frame for investigation (i.e. investigating over several seasons) would have
provided a better foundation to draw conclusions from. A longitudinal study would have
removed any errors that might occur from only investigating one set of annual reports
and could have indicated patterns of development regarding transparent financial
disclosure. As this research only deals with three aspects of financial reporting, a more
extensive research involving aspects such as transparency regarding European football
clubs’ debt and player salaries would provide a more accurate analysis of the overall
transparency.
As there is no worldwide agreed upon definition of transparency, this research faced the
obstacle of being subjective as other researchers might not share the same definition of
transparency and not share our perception of what is considered to be transparent
financial reporting.
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